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PREFACE

This report and its accompanying computer program were devel-
oped under Contract DAAJ02-76-C-0064, "Increased Aircraft
Agility with High Energy Rotor System,'" awarded in September
1976 by the Fustis Directorate of the U.S. Army Air Mobility
Researr..i and Development Laboratory.

This report is'an addendum to the original work published
under USAAMRDL-TR-74-32, Maneuver Criteria Evaluation Program.

Technical program direction was provided by Mr. W. A. Decker.

Principal Bell Helicopter Textron personnel associated with
the contract were Messrs. D. Yeary, T. Waak, and T. Wood.
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INTRODUCTION'

The original maneuvers developed for the Maneuver Criteria
Evaluation Program (MCEP) were constrained to be constant
rotor rpm. As a result of this restriction, the benefits of
using some of the rotor's stored energy through bleeding roto["
rpm could not be investigated. Three maneuvers have been mod-
ified to allow the rotor rpm to be bled to use some of the
rotor's stored energy. These maneuvers are a constant alti-
tude acceleration maneuver, a collective pop-up maneuver, and
a sideward acceleration maneuver. These specific maneuvers
are th2 only ones allowed to have variable rotor rpm. These
maneuvers were modified in a manner consistent with the energy
method used for the other maneuvers. Correlation with flight
test data is established to validate the bleed rpm maneuvers.

Several modifications to the original program have been made
based on user comments. Appropriate diagnostic messages have
been added to MCEP to aid the user in analyzing the reason for
any program stops. The capability to sweep any input parame-
ter without reading the input data deck again has been added.

In addition to the above features, two additional maneuvers
have been 'provided to allow more utilization of the MCEP. One
maneuver generates speed power polars using the input data.
This maneuver allows power correlation to be determined prior
to any evaluation. The second maneuver allows determination
of flight profile for pullups or pushovers for specified load
factor inputs. Another feature provided is a plot routine.
The program can generate a plot tape for Calcomp plots. These
plots can-be used for graphic displays of the profiles flown.
The above features were developed by BHT as a result of inter-
nal use of the MCEP.

S\ '8



DESCRIPTION OF MOD!FICATIONS TO
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The computation of flight trajectories of a helicopter in the
MCEP is based on the energy method for predicting helicopter
maneuverability. This fundamental method uses the concepts of
work and energy to predict the helicopter's ability to change
its direction of flight. The helicopter is flown by control-
ling the linear accelerations in the wind axes.

GROU1D EFFECT MODEL

In the original MCEP ground effect is not considered. How-
ever, for correlation work it became necessary to add a repre-
sentation of ground effect to the math model.

The following empirical method has been added. The power re-
quired is adjusted as a function of the helicopter's rotor
height above the ground as'given in Reference 1 and expressed
as

GEFFZA +,GEFFZB (2)

where D = main rotor diameter

Z = height of the main rotor hub above the ground

This height, Z, is computed using

Z H +. SKTPCA (2)*

where H = skid or wheel height above the ground

SKTPCA = height from bottom of landing gear to main
rotor blade pitch change axis

The sign of SKTPCA determines whether the ratio of K/Km is
applied to-the induced horsepower or to the total horsepower.
If SKTPCA >0, the ratio of K/Ks is applied to the inducedr . horsepower. If SKTPCA <0, the ratio of K/K is applied to the
total horsepower. The choice of the coefficients in Equation
(1) depends on whether induced or total horsepower is being
modified. If GEFFZA and GEFFZB are specified to be zerc or 1,
the program will default to GEFFZA=0.9926 and CEFFZB=0.03794.

""Hayden, James S., THE EFFECT OF THE GROUND ON HELICOPTER
HOVERING POWER REQUIRED, 32nd Annual National V/STOL Forum ofthe American Helicopter Society, Washington, D.C., May 1976.
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These values come from Reference 1 and are intended to operate
on induced power. Therefore, the value of SKTPCA should be
assigned a positive value. If SKTPCA is set to zero, the
ground effect model is-disabled.

Ground effect ratio is limited to a maximum value of 1 and is
washed out with airspeed as follows:

K Vhorz
1i, if 40 1 (3)

K 1 +I 1 Vhorz
Ko GEFFZA + GEFFZB( z)2 GEFFZA + GEFFZB( z )2 40

Z/D Z/D

if Vhrz < 140

where Vhorz =VV2 VZE

Vhorz = horizontal velocity

V = airspeed along flight path

VZE = component of velocity in ZE direction

Ground effect is washed out for velocities over 40 knots.

ROTOR ENERGY

The energy stored in the rotor is

E = 0.5(IR)0 2  (4)

where IR = rotational inertia of the rotor system

0 = rotational speed of the rotor

Then, power is the first derivative of Equation (4)
8E- (IR)06 (5)

where 6 = rate of change of 0 with time

10



From Equpation (5) power.can be extracted from the rotor by
creating a bleed rate (Q). For the constant rpm case, the
horsepower available (HPA) is simply that provided by the en-
gine (HPENG). For the bleed rpm case, the horsepower avail-

: able is
HPA = HPENG - (KR)(IR)P0 (6)

550

where KR energy efficiency factor

The change in rotor rpm is computed as follows:

0 =0Q+ dt (7)

As the rpm drops, the torque on the transmission will increase
if the engine power remains the same. It is important to
understand that the power produced in the rotor does not in-
crease mast torque. The only increase in mast torque comes
from a drop in rpm while maintaining the same engine power.
To prevent overtorquing the transmission, the engine power
will be reduced in a maneuver if the torque is greater than
Xthe maximum allowable transmission torque. The engine power
will be reduced by the following increment:

(Q - Qmax)!a
alHPENG - 55m (8)

where Q = torque at instantaneous value of rpm

Qmax = maximum. transmission torque

11i



DESCRIPTION OF NEW MCEP MANEUVERS

The maneuver Criteria Evaluation Program has been expanded to
include the following maneuvers. The capability and function
of each of the new MCEP maneuvers are reviewed. The assump-
tions made in the formulation of each maneuver are discussed,
and the input requirements are listed.

ACCELERATION AT CONSTANT ALTITUDE USING BLEEDRPM

The bleed rpm acceleration controller flies the aircraft to a
velocity that is within the specified error band of the com-
manded velocity. Engine power is augmented by the power ex-
tracted from the rotor while bleeding rotor rpm. This maneu-
ver can be used in mission simulation to increase the velocity
of the aircraft while maintaining constant altitude and using
some of the rotor's stored energy.

This maneuver has four phases. The initial phase has the same
control logic as the acceleration/decel.'ration at constant al-
titude maneuver. As engine power is in-reased to the maximum
value, Equations (82) and (83),, Referer::e 2, are used to com-
pute the loniitudinal acceleration. Once engine topping power
is reached, the rpm bleed phase is initiated., The rpm bleed
rate is input data and up to four bleed rates can be used.
The rpm bleed rate (OMGBD1) and the rotor rpm breakpoint for
changing'bleed rate (OMGBL2) are used to determine the bleed
rate and the rpm range over which that'bleed rate is used. If
the rotor rpm breakpoint (OMGBL2) is le:-s than the mininum
rotor rpm (OMEGMN), then the rpm bleed :ate (OMGBDI) will be
the only bleed rate used. If OMGBL2 > OMEGMN and OMGBD2 is
zero, the bleed rate will stop when OMGBL2 is reached. During
the rpm bleed phase, horsepower available (HPA) is modified to
include power from the rotor due to bleeding of rotor rpm.

HPA =PENG - HPRPM (g)

HPRPM = (KR)(IR)Q(
550 (10)

2 Wood, T.L., Ford, D. G., and Brigman, G. H., Bell Helicopter
Company; MANEUVER CRITERIA EVALUATION PROGRAM, USAAMRDL Tech-
nical Report 74-32, Eustis Directorate, U.S. Army Air Mobil-
ity Research and Development Laboratory, Fort Eustis, Vir-
ginia, May 1974, AD 782209.
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where
HPC = maximum engine power to be applied

HPLTM = transmission power rating at normal rpm
HPENG = minimum of HPC and HPLTM

KR = energy efficiency factor
0 = current rotational speed
Q = rate of change of rotational speed with

respect to time
IR = rotor inertia

The next phase of the maneuver is entered when the rpm drops
to the minimum. The acceleration maneuver is continued at the
reduced rotor rpm until it is time to reduce the acceleration
to reach the commanded velocity or the acceleration becomes
less than 0.05 ft/sec2 . This part of the logic is the same as
the constant rpm maneuver. Two additional options are pro-
vided in this phase. A time (TPRMMN) can be specified tore-
main at the minimum rpm before starting recovery independent
oef the velocity or commanded velocity (VC). A minimum veloc-
ity (VMNREC) can be specified that represents the velocity at
which rpm recovery is to be initiated. If VMNREC > VC, then
the maneuver will proceed as though the value of VMNREC = 0.
If VMNREC and TRPMMN = 0, the control logic proceeds as the
normal maneuver does.

After the controller has started reducing the acceleration by
reducing power to arrive at the command velocity, the rpm re-
covery phase is initiated. Up to four rpm recovery rates
(OMGRDI) can ,be specified along with the rotor rpm breakpoints
(OMGRC2) for changing the recovery rates. The power required
to achieve the specified rpm recovery rate is computed by
Equation (10).

The maximum engine power that can be used at the current rpm
is computed from the maximum transmission torque allowed. If
engine power available exceeds this value, then engine power
is reduced to the maximum transmission torque value. The
value of engine power required to maintain flight 'at the cur-
rent value of acceleration along with the increment in engine
power required to achieve the rpm recovery rate is compared to
the engine power available. If the power required is less than
the power available, the rpm is recovered at the Je3ired rate.
If not, then the rpm,recovery rate is reduced to the maximum
value possible with the excess engine power available. The
aircraft may be at its commanded velocity while the rpm is
still less than normal value. In this situation, the rpm will'

Sbe recovered to the normal value prior to ending the maneuver.
If OMGRDI=0, then rpm will be recovered at the maximum rate
possible with available engine power.

13
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An example of this maneuver is shown in Figure 1.' The input
requirements are command velocity, velocity error band, maneu-
ver urgency factor, minimumn power setting, maximum power set-
ting, blade inertia, main rotor transmission rating, energy
efficiency factor, minimum rotor rpm, time interval to accele-
rate at minimum rpm velocity at which rotor rpm recovery is
initiated, four bleed rates of rotor rpm, four rotor rpm break-
points, four recovery rates of rotor rpm, and four rotor rpm
breakpoints.

COLLECTIVE POP-UP USING BLEED RPM AT-CONSTANT ATTITUDE AND LOW
AIRSPEED

The bleed rpm collective. pop-up controller changes the alti-
tude of the aircraft while maintaining constant attitude. The
rate of climb is increased from the use of some of the rotor's
stored energy. This energy is used by bleeding, rotor rpm.
The ground speed is constant during the maneuver. This maheu-
ver can be used in evaluating low-speed tactics.

The controller flies this maneuver at maximum power available
and determines the maximum load factor that can be achieved
using maximum power for the given flight condition. The load
factor reaches NMAX in time tpn as define by Equation (123)
of Reference 2. This portion of the manetmver is unchanged
from the constant rpm maneuvers.

The controller then maintains load factor at the determined
value, which requires maximum horsepower available. Once NMAX
is reached, the rpm bleed begins. The increment in HPA is
calculated by Equation (1) and added to the engine power avail-
abie. This increment in power allows a higher acceleration to
be-sustained and thus an increase in rate of climb results.
As rpm is decreased, the engine power is compared to the trans-
mission torque to ensure that the transmission is not being
overtorqued. If the engine power available exceeds the' trans-
mission torque limits, the engine power is reduced accord-
ingly. The bleed rate of rotor-rpm is OMGBD1 and the otor
rpm breakpoint for changing bleed rate is OMGBL2. Fou. values
of bleed rates and rpm breakpoints may be specified.

The helicopter will climb at minimum rotor rpm and eit er the
minimum of maximum, engine power or maximum transmissio torque
limit until the controller initiates recovery to arrive at the
desired altitude. If the controller initiates recovery prior
to reaching minimum rotor'rpm, the rotor rpm recovery phase
will be, initiated. The controller used the same logic for
both the constant rpm and bleed rpm maneuvers to arrest the
climb rate to arrive at the desired altitude. As the oad

14
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MCEP INPUT

VCP =60 PSU 1 EEF = 1 OMGBD1=2 OMGBD3=0 OMGRC2=0
VERR= 2 MPRINT= 1 OMEGMN=300 OMGBL.2=4 OMGBL4=0 OMGRD2=0
MUF = 1 BINERT:2860 TRPMMN= 0 OMGBD2=0 OMGBD4=0 OMGRC3=0
PSL = 0.5 HPMAXT-'1200 VMNPRE'= 0 OMGBL3=0, OMGRD1=4 CMGRC4=0

2 00 0

4 5Pý 000

400 ....

Si0
60

o 40

o 20

X): 310'

w
60-- - - - - --

U)

0 4  0

o 40-E- -- -

Time, seconds

Figure 1. Time history of acceleration using bleed rpm
maneuver for AH-lG helicopter at 9500 pounds.
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factor is reduced according to Equations (124) and (125),
Reference 2, excess engine power becomes available. This
excess engine power can be used to recover the rotor rpm.
The maximum recorvery rate of rotor rpm is calculated from

550 (HPExCESs)
Q MAX (KR) (IR)Q

where
HPEXCESS = minimum HPEMAX or HPTMAT

HPEMAX = maximum engine power available

HPTMAX = maximum power limit of transmission at cur-
rent rpm

The input values of recovery rate of rotor rpm (OMGRDl) are
compared to the maximum recovery rate possible from Equation
(11). The minimum value of these two rates is used. If the
recovery, rate is input as zero, 6MAX is used to recover the
rpm to the normal value of rotor rpm. The rpm recovery con-
tinues until the normal rpm is reached. The full recovery may
be prior to arriving at the desired altitude or after stabiliz-
ing at the desired altitude.

With the use of the additional power from the rotor, it is
possible to climb to altitudes from an in-ground-effect hover
when insufficient power is available to maintain stabilized
hover out-of-ground effect. During the climb, the controller
monitors the total power available and the power required. As,
power required approaches power available, the load factor is
reduced and the climb rate (VzE) is reduced. As power re-

quired exceeds power available, the controller sets up a rate
of descent. After VZE changes sign, rpm recovery is initia-

ted. The -rate of descent is determined from the excess power
required to recover the rotor rpm at the input value of re-
covery rate of rotor rpm.

The controller controls the maneuver through reducing load
factor. If the load factor required to establish sufficient
excess power to accomplish the input recovery rate is less
than the input value of minimum load factor (NMIN), then the
recovery rate possible with the excess power from pushing over
at NMIN is used. If the specified recovery rate (OMGRDI) is
zero, the recovery rate defaults to 1 rpm per second. If the
rpm is recovered fully prior to the command to initiate pull-
out at the initial altitude, the controller will check to see
if it is possible to hover at the current altitude. If so,

16
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then the controller will arrest the sink and stabilize at an
intermediate altitude. The maximum load factor allowed during*
arrestment of the sink rate is the input value NMAXDV. The
pullout is accomplished using equations (124) and (125), Ref-
erence 2, with the exception of using NMAXDV instead of NMIN.
If the altitude is stabilized at the starting altitude before
the rpm is recovered fully, then rpm recovery continues until
normal rpm is established.

The input requirements for this maneuver are the commanded
altitude, maneuver urgency factor, minimum load factor, maxi-
mum power setting, blade inertia, main rotor transmission rat-
ing, energy efficiency factor, minimum rpm, maximum load fac-
tor, the initial bleed rate, three pair of rpm bleed rates and
rpm breakpoints, the initial recovery rate, and three pair of
rpm recovery rates and rpm breakpoints. An example of this
maneuver is shown in Figure 2.

SIDEWARD ACCELERATION USING BLEED RPM/PEDAL TURN INTO WIND

The bleed rpm sideward acceleration/pedal turn into wind con-
txoller accelerates the aircraft to the right or left from a
hover at constant altitude while the nose of the aircraft is
tracking a target. The aircraft is accelerated until the com-
manded sideward velocity is established. The additional power
from the main rotor from bleeding rpm allows higher accelera-
tions. Then the aircraft stops tracking and swings its nose
into the wind. This maneuver can be used to evaluate sideward
acceleration in conjunction with other maneuvers.,

This maneuver is controlled by the bank angle that the air-
craft maintains in the acceleration phase of the maneuver.
The limiting factor in this maneuver is the power available.
The maximum bank angle attainable is computed from an estimate
of the power available as follows

HPA'= HPENG - (KR)(IR)(.OMIN)(QMAX) (12)

550

where HPENG = power available at OMIN from the engine

S)MIN = specified minimum rpm

6MAX specified maximum bleed rate

17
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MCEP INPUT

HC =50 BINERT=2860 OMGBD1=2 OMGBL4=0 OMGRC3=0
MUF = 0.8 HPMAXT=1200 OMGBL2=0 OMGBD4=0 OMGRD3=0
NMIN = 0.8 EGF = 1 OMGBD2=0 OMGRD1=0 OMGRC4=0
PSU = 1 OMEGMN= 300 OMGBL3=0 OMGRC2=0 OMGRD4=0
MPRINT= 1 NMAXOV= 1.1 OMGBD3=0 OMGRD2=0

1500

0 0 0 0 - -

0 500

-10

04 -50~.~f

0 -20 ---- -

U ~

1.1,
S0

1. 0 ,4 -

.9

0 330 -

14 0 2 --- -4 320/

0 310
0 2 4 68.

Time, seconds

Figure 2. Time history of collective pop-up using bleed rpm
maneuver for AH-lG helicopter at hover and 9500
pounds.
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If the commanded bank angle is greater than the power limited
bank angle, the bank angle is reset to the power limited bank
angle. When the power required exceeds the power available
from the engine, the rpm bleed phase is initiated. The bank
angle is increased to the value estimated from the HPA of
Equation (12), and the time to reach the hew bank angle is the
input value of time to peak bleed rate (TBLED). The actual
rpm bleed rate is a function of the power required to increase
the bank angle beyond the engine power limited bank angle in-
stead of the input value for the maximum bleed rate allowed
(OMGDMX). However, the maximum bleed rate allowed influences
the magnitude of the increased bank angle over the power-
limnited bank angle, as shown in Equation (12).' The rpm bleed
rate is computed from the difference between power available
and power required as follows

- 550 (HPENG - HP) (13)
(KR)(IR)Q

where
HP = power required for the maneuver

Thus, the power deficiency is corrected with stored power from
the rotor. The controller estimates the time to reach minimum
rpm. Prior to reaching minimum rpm, the controller reduces
the bank angle in the above time to the value' that can be sus-
tained by engine power at the reduced rpm. The aircraft con-
tinues at the steady bank angle until it is time to roll out
to arrive at the commanded velocity. This part of the con-
troller is unchanged from the constant rpm maneuver. The
capability to spend a specified time TCRUSE at the command
velocity prior to turning into the wind has been added.

The input requirements for this maneuver are the command bank
angle, command sideward velocity, maneuver urgency factor,
tail rotor power, target location X axis, target location Y
axis, time to reach peak beta dot, desired beta dot, time to
cruise at command velocity, multiple of time increment, blade
inertia, main rotor transmission rating, energy efficiency
factor, minimum rotor'rpm requested, time to bleed, and maxi-
mum. bleed rate allowed. An example of this maneuver is shown
in Figure 3.
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MCEP INPUT

i

PHIC =25 TARX =10000 TCRUSE= 0 EEF =
VCRAB=35 TARY = 0 MPRINT= 1 OMEGMN=300
MUF = 1 TPY = 0 BINERT=2860 TBLED = 5
HPMTR- 0 BETAD= 20 HPMAXT-1200 OMGDMX= 4

-100

50$.4 -5o - -,

280x LLLLi
1 270--

( 2

0'

-10

-30

04'-20- - --

'0 'C' -- -• - _

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Time, seconds

Figure 3. (Concluded.)
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TERRAIN AVOIDANCE MANEUVER (PULLUP/PUSHOVER)

The terrain avoidance maneuver provides the capability to
determine the response of the helicopter to a specified load
factor trace and power available input. The load factor trace,
and power available input are time variant. The maneuver is
flown by specifying up to 21 sets of load factors, time points,
and horsepower availables. If the engine horsepower is speci-
fied as zero (HPAI=O), the controller computes the engine
horsepower as the horsepower required for the maneuver and is
limited by HPMAX AND HPMIN. If the value of the first time
point TI(l) is not equal to zero, then the controller will
interpolate linearly between t=0 and N-1 to t-TI(l) and NI(l).
Between specified time points, the load factor N and the horse-
power available HPA (if specified) are interpolated linearly.
The controller terminates'the maneuver when TI(I+l)<TI(I). A
corresponding load factor point ,NI(I) must be specified for
each TI(I).

This maneuver has the following restrictions. First, the
acceleration is computed using Equation (80), Reference 2,
which should not be used below 30 knots during any part of
the maneuver. The second limitation is that this maneuver
must be entered and exited at a load factor of 1.

An example of this maneuver is presented. in Figure 4. The
input requirements for this maneuver are the time points for
specified load factors and horsepower supplied, the load fac-
tors corresponding to the specified time points and horsepower
supplied from the engine, minimum power setting, and multiple
of time increment for time history output.

SPEED POWER POLAR

This maneuver provides the capability to compute speed power
polars for the specified helicopter. These can be compared
to measured speed power polars to determine the extent of
agreement. The impact of varying the inputs in the rotor
group can be evaluated., This maneuver also allows for the
sweeping of gross weight and load factor. The computer will
plot the total power as well as the different power compon-
ents. The velocity and horsepower plot ranges will apply to'
all speed power polars generated in the sweep. If the veloc-
ity and/or horsepower plot ranges are zero, the plot range
will be computed for each speed power polar in the sweep.
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An example of this maneuver is presented in Table i These

data are for the AH-lG helicopter at 9500 pounds. The input
requirements are minimuni and maximum velocity on plot, mini-
mum and maximum horsepower on plot, plot symbols for each of
the power components, initial and final speed for speed power
polar, speed increment, initial and final load factor and load
factor increment, initial and final gross weight, and gross
weight increment for sweep.
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COMPARISON OF MCEP BLEED RPM MANEUVERS WITH
MEASURED MANEUVERS

The three new bleed rpm maneuvers adead to MCEP have been com-
pared with both constant and bleed rpm maneuvers flown during
the flight evaluation of a high energy rotor system on an OH-
58A helicopter, as reported in Reference 3. The rotor system
evaluated was not a standard OH-58A rotor system. The blades
were modified with external doublers, a trailing edge tab, and
a different hub configuration, as described in Reference 3.

The MCEP maneuvers were evaluated by inputting the atmospheric
conditions, gross weight, rpm bleed rate, and engine power
produced during the measured maneuvers. The resulting main
rotor rpm variation with time, the flight profile, and' the
velicity-were compared to the measured data to validate the
mathematical model. The validity of each of the new MCEP man-
euvers is 'confirmed from the comparison with measured data.

POWER CORRELATION

The new maneuver for computing speed power polars from the
helicopter aerodynamic data was used to match the computed
power required versus the measured power required. The power
required for this Model OH-58A with the high energy rotor sys-
tem is different from that for the standard Model OH-58A. The
blddes have an upper- and lower-surface external doubler near
the leading edge, and the chord was extended by 3 inches using
a trailing-edge tab (chord increased from 13 inches to 16
inches). To make a trim tab, the outbcard portion of the
trailing.,edge tab was cut and bent up. The hub configuration
was different and chinese weights were added to the hub, rais-
ing the hub drag. The rotor inputs were modified from the
standard Model OH-58A rotor inputs to reflect the dirty aero-
dynamic configuration of the blades. The flat plate drag of
the aircraft was increased to account for the hub drag in-
crease.

3
Dooley, L. W. and Yeary, R. D., Bell Helicopter Textron;
FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION OF THE HIGH INERTIA ROTOR SYSTEM,
USARTL Technical Report 79-9, Applied Technology Laboratory,
U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM),
Fort Eustis, Virginia
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No performance flights were actually flown in the high energy
rotor system configuration. The power required was based on
engine torque readings from the load level flights, and the
hover data was based on stabilized points prior to the throt-
tle chop. Figure 5 presents the estimated power required
based on the above considerations and the measured power. The
computed MCEP power matches the measured data. Table 2 gives
:he input data for the OH-58A in the high energy rotor system

configuration used for this validation work.

COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND PREDICTED ACCELERATION
MANEUVERS USING CONSTANT AND BLEED RPM

The acceleration at constant altitude maneuvers was ased to
predict the acceleration maneuver measured on Flignt 180A,
counter number 928. This maneuver was flown by the Army eval-
uation pilot. A comparison of the predicted and measured data
is presented in Figure 6. The predicted distance versus time
matches the measured data within 20 feet out of.1700 feet.
The velocity versus time generally agrees with the measured
data within 2 knots. The measured velocity data comes from
taking the time derivative of the horizontal distance. The
two symbols on the horsepower plot are for the tengine norse-
power produced and for the total horsepower used for the man-
euver. The total horsepower is calculated from the measured
rate of change of rotor rpm according to Equation (6), and
added to the engine horsepower.

The acceleration at constant altitude, using the bleed rpm
maneuver was 'used to predict the acceleration maneuver mea-
sured on Flight 180A, counter number 929. The results of this
comparison are presented in Figure 7. MCEP has no provision
for varying the altitude during this maneuver. The measured
maneuver had an altitude ga.Jn of 22 feet during the maneuver.
Also, only the MCEP has the capability to bring power in lin-
early, while the measured data show the power application to
be more of an exponential nature. The comparison presented in
Figure 7 represents the best overall match of main rotor rpm,
horizontal distance, power applied, rate of change of main
rotor rpm, and horizontal velocity. In the computed maneuver,
the power is applied quicker than the measured data. The com-
puted main rotnr rpm agrees, with the measured main rotor rpm,
and the rate ot change of main rotor rpm was modeled as shown
in Figure 7. The computed horizontal distance is 21 feet on
the low side cf the measured data (out of 1280 feet) in 14
seconds. The computed horizontal velocity is within 2 knots
of the measured velocity at the end of 14 seconds.
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Figure 5. Measured and predicted power required
versus'airspeed for the OH-58A helicopter
with the high energy rotor installed..'
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Figure 6. Time history of longitudinal acceleration
without bleed of rpm (Maneuver No. 2).
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bleed of rpm (Maneuver No. 16).
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The MCEP representation of the acceleration at constant alti-
tide using bleed rpm is accurate and on the conservative side
when compared to measured data for the maneuver.

- VCOMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND PREDICTED MANEUVER OF
COLLECTIVE POP-UP USING CONSTANT AND BLEED RPM

The collective pop-up maneuver was used to predict the collec-
tive pop-up maneuver measured on Flight 171, counter number 475.
The engine power available was restricted mechanically during
the maneuver to simulate a hot-day condition. As a result,
the helicopter could not hover out-of-ground effect. A com-
parison of the predicted and measured data for a collective
pop-up maneuver from hover is presented in Figure 8. The
computed height agrees with the measured height during the
maneuver. A good match between the computed and measured
horsepower required was achieved.

The collective pop-up maneuver starting from a hover using
bleed rpm was used to predict the collective pop-up maneuver
measured on Flight 171, counter number 476. The results of
this comparison are presented in Figure 9. The main rotor rpm
comparison is within 1 rpm until the recover phase (after 16,
seconds) where the deviation is as high as 3 rpm. The com-
puted horsepower is within 3 horsepower for the measured en-
gine power supplied and within 5 horsepower for the total
power supplied (engine plus power extracted from the rotor).
The computed height is within 2 feet of the measured height.
These comparisons show that the MCEP maneuvers are accurate
for simulating these types of maneuvers.

COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASUjED AND PREDICTED SIDEWARD ACCELERA-
TION MANEUVERS USING CONSTANT AND BLEED RPM,

The sideward acceleratior maneuver was used to predict the
sideward acceleration maneuver measured during Flight,171,
counter number 484. Thi• maneuver is one of the more diffi-
cult maneuvers to model ecause of its complex power manage-
ment. The limitations o the math model to roll a given bank
angle and hold it makes xact comparisons with measured data
difficult in the roll axis. Since the roll axis controls the
maneuver, other parameteis such as lateral distance and velo-
city may vary from the measured data. Comparison of the pre-
dicted and measured data for a sideward acceleration maneuver
using constant rpm is presented in Figure 10. The predicted
roll angle agrees with t e measured roll angle in peak magni-
tude and time to reach t at value. However, the predicted

37,
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roll angle is reduced quicker than the measured roll angle to
the final steady state value for trim. As a result of the re-
duction in predicted roll angle, the predicted power required
is reduced from the measured power required in the area of
the difference in roll angle. The predicted lateral displace-
ment is usually within 5 to 10 feet of the measured value.
The predicted lateral velocity is in agreement with the mea-
sured data to within 2 knots.

The sideward acceleration maneuver using bleed rpm was used to
predict the sideward acceleration maneuver measured on Flight
171, counter number 485. The comparison between predicted and
measured data is presented in Figure 11.. The predicted roll
angle agrees with the measured roll angle for the first six
seconds. After that time, the limitation of the math model
precludes matching the measured data. The MCEP maneuver logic
does not allow it to continue at an intermediate power limited
bank angle once the decision to roll out to the steady state
trim angle has been made. Also, the MCEP maneuver logic does
not allow a specified bleed rate to be used. Instead, the
bleed rate is based on the power demand at the given bank
angle to maintain altitude. This logic keeps the predicted
main rotor'rpm bleed rate and main rotor rpm from agreeing
with the measured data. The predicted lateral distance is un-
der by 15 feet (out of 390 feet) and the final sideward velo-
city is lower by 2 knots. Also, the math model is limited to
putting in full engine power before allowing rotor rpm bleed.
The measured data show'an rpm bleed prior to achievement of
full engine power. This results from the'engine not being
able to accelerate as fast as the power demand, which causes
rotor rpm bleed.

The MCEP maneuvers provide a reasonable estimate of sideward
acceleration maneuvers in spite of the limitations of the math
model and controller.
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APPENDIX A

USER's GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

The required input data for the MCEP are listed below. The
program required a set of basic data that describe the heli-

* copter to be evaluated. The helicopter data are followed by
the necessary information for histograms of power, altitude,
velocity, and load factor. If a wing is used, then the wing
data cards are required. These cards are followed by any num-
ber of'manuever sets consisting of a maneuver identification
'card and maneuver data cards. The data are input fields of
G10.0, with the exception of the logic variables that have a
field of Ll.

MCEP can be used to run multiple cases, to simulate complete
mission profiles, make parameter sweeps, create a flight path
output tape, print selected cases from the output tape, delete
selected cases from the output tape, and to plot flight paths.
To run multiple cases, simply stack complete data decks. Par-
ameter sweeps can be accomplished without repeating an entire
deck. Any of the input variables can'be changed via the NAME-
LIST option by adding the NAMELIST' card or cards and the ap-
propriate maneuver cards to the end of the basic data deck.
By using the NAMELIST option, the previous basic data deck
will be used with only the variables specified on the NAMELIST
card(s) changed. The first card of this group must have col-
umn 1 blank and &CHANGE in columns 2 to 8. The data items are
next and are separated by commas. The NAMELIST card or cards
must end with &END, and if continued onto several cards, then
each card must have, column 1 blank. An example of a NAMELIST
change followed by a manuever specification using this change

'(with column numbers identified) follows:

11111111112222222222333333333344
COLUMN : 12345678901234567890123456789012345678901I
NAMELIST : &CHANGE PHMAX= 1134., H =1. &END
MANEUVER : M14
SPECIFICATION: 10. 1. 0.8 1. 9

The creation of a flight path output tape is controlled by the
variable TAPE on card 13. The first eight characters of the
first title card are the identifying name of the maneuver.
The next eight spaces are reserved'for the date, which is com-
puter generated. The three title cards are written on the
tape, preceding the maneuver flight path. Whenever a flight
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path tape is used, an index of all the maneuvers on the tape
is generated.

The number of files required for a job will depend on the op-
tions chosen. Up to nine sequential files may be required.
An input tape (FTOIFO01) is required for adding maneuver
flight paths to tape. An input tape is a previously generated
output tape. An output tape (FTO2F001) stores the flight
path information. If an output tape is generated without an
input tape, FT01FOOl may be declared DUMMY. The basic data
deck is input on FT05FOO1 and the printed output is on
FT06FOO1. Three files (FT08FOO1, FT09FOO1, and FTIOFO01) are
used for intermediate storage and are deleted at the end of
the job. The index of maneuvers on FT01FOO1 or FT02FOO1 is
on FTllFOOl and should be printed following the print of
FT06FOO1. A plot tape (PLOTTAPE) is required for Calcomp
plots. If no plots are produced, files FT08FOO1, FT09FOO1,
and PLOTTAPE may be dummy files. If no maneuver tapes are to
be read or written, files FT01FOO, FT02FOO1, and FT11FOOl
may be dummy files. Files FT05FOO1, FT06FOO1, and FTIOFOO1.
are always required.
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INPUT FOR BASIC DATA DECK

Identification

Card 01

Columns 1-8 Member name for tape
9-16 Reserved for date (inserted by-program)

17-72 Identifying comments

Card 02

Columns 1-72 Identifying comments

Card 03

Columns 1-72 Identifying comments

Rotor Group

Card 04

Columns 1-10 Number of rotor blades, B
11-20 .Rotor chord, C ft
21-30 Rotor radius, R ft
31-40 Main rotor induced velocity

factor, K3
41-50 Tip speed, WR ft/sec
51-60 Blade section lift curve /rad

slope, A2D
61-70 Constant part of blade CD,/ N 2

DELO (CD = 6 0 +6,a + Sa)

The main rotor induced velocity factor, ,K3, represents the in-
creased induced velocity at low airspeeds to improve correla-
tion with measured data (Refere :e 1, pages 16, 45, and 47).

Card 05

Columns 1-10 'a varying part of blade CD,

DELI (CD so + 6 a + 6za 2 ) /rad

11-20 a2 varying part of blade CD.,

DEL2 (CD = 6o + 61 , + 6 2 2 ) /rad 2

21-30 Drag divergence Mach.number, MCRO -
31-40 Constant in (tc)Div' expression, TCl -
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Card 05 (concluded)

Columns 41-50 Velocity constant in (tc)Div
expre-sion, TC2

5!-60 Constant in t~max TCMI

61-70 Velocity constant in tCmax, TCM2 -

Card 06

Columns 1-10 Groand effect constant (a zero (0) -

or a one (1) defaults to 0.9926,
GEFFZA)

11-20 Ground effect constant, coeffi-
cient of Z/D term (a zero (0)
defaults to 0.03794, GEFFZB)

21-30 Vertical distance from the bottom
of the landing qear to the main
rotor pitch change axis (zero
turns off ground effect, a posi-
tive number applies ground effect
to rotor-induced power only, and
a negative number applies ground
effect to total power), SKTPCA

31-40 Efficiency factor for computing -

climb and descent power
('PVz = -gwVzE/550 HPEFF), HPEFF

Fuselage Group

Card 07

Columns 1-10 Flat plate drag (CD=l) ft 2

area at 0=00, FO
1i-20 Flat plate drag (CD=l) ft 2

area at 0=900, F1
21-30 Fuselage angle-of-attack (ft/sec).1'6

coefficient, KAFI (.ft 2_ib) ,
31-40 Fuselage angle-of-attack

coefficient, KAF2 1/g2
41-50 Fuselage angle-of-attack

coefficient, KAF3 i/g
51-60 Fuselage angle-of-attack (ft2 b

coefficient, KAF4
(ft/sec)'

61-70 Fuselage angle-of-attack
coefficient, KAF5 sec/ft
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Card 08

Columns 1-10 Fuselage angle-of-attack
coefficient, KAF6

11-20 Fuselage angle-of-attack deg
coefficient, KAF7

21-30 Fuselage angle-of-attack
coefficient, KAF8

31 Wing = F no wing
(T wing

Wing Group

If WING=F, then the next two wing cards are omitted.

Wing Card 01

Columns 1-10 Wing area, SW ft 2

11-20 Wing incidence when n=l, IW deg
21-30 Wing induced velocity factor, -

KW
31-40 Wing aspect ratio, ASR -

41-50 Wing drag coefficient at zero -
angle of attack, CDO

51-.60 2-D wing lift curve slope, /rad
AL2D

61-70 Drag coefficient for flat
plate, CDFP

Wing Card 02

Columns 1-10 Wing efficiency factor,.WEFF -
11-20 Rate of change of wing inci-, deg

dence, with load factor, DIWDN
21-30 Coefficient, CLMAXP

31-40 Maximum negative.lift coefficient,
CLM•XN

F suppress wing output-data4 WINGPRT

T print wing data

Performance Limits

Card 09

Columns 1-10 Limit dive velocity, VDL kn
11-20 Maximum sideward velocity to

right, VMRT kn
21-30 Maximum sideward ve4locity to

left, VMLT (negative) kn
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Card 09 (concluded)

Columns 31-'0 Maximum time to apply power,
TMAX sec

41-50 Minimum time to apply power,
TMIN sec

51-60 Time constant for gamma, TAUP
(time to reach 6.3% of peak
rate) sec

61-70 Time constant for roll, TAUR sec
(time to reach 63% of peak
rate)

Card 10.

Columns 1-10 Time constant for chi, TAUY sec
(time to reach 63% of peak
rate)

.11-20 Maximum gamma rate, ARPMX deg/sec
21-30 Maximum roll rate, ARRMX deg/sec
31-40 Maximum chi rate, ARYMX deg/sec
41-50 Maximum positive gamma, GAMMP deg
51-60 Maximum negative gamma, GAMMN deg
61-70 Rate of change of vertical /sec

load factor, VJERK

Flight Conditions

Card 11

Columns 1-10 Gross weight,. GW lb
11-20 Velocity, V kn
21-30 Altitude, H ft
31-40 X position in Earth reference,

XE ft
41-50 Y position in Earth reference,

YE ft
51-60 Heading, CHI deg
61-70 Starting-time, T sec

Card 12

Columns 1-10 Air density, RHO slug/ft 3

11-20 Speed of sound, VS ft/sec
21-30 Maximum power available,

HPMAX hp
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Program Control Variables

Card 13

Columns 1-10 Time increment for integration, sec
DDT

11-20 Error in angular displacement deg
for gain calculation, EPA

21-30 Error in angular rate for gain deg/sec
calculation, EPAV

31-40 Generate output tape (0. = no,
output tape, 1. = write an out-
put tape), TAPE

Card 14

Columns 1-10 Uppe'r limit for power histogram, hp
PMAX (1)

11-20 Lower limit for power histogram, hp
PMIN (1)

21-30 Interval size for power histogram, hp
DHIST (1)

31-40 Upper limit for altitude histo- ft
gram, PMAX(2)

41-50 -Lower limit for altitude histo- ft
gram, PMIN(2)

51-60 Interval size for altitude ft
histogram, DHIST(2)'

Card 15

Columns 1-10 Upper limit for veloc~ity histo- kn
gram, PMAX(3)

11-20 Lower limit for velocity histo- kn
gram, PMIN(3)

21-30 Interval size for velocity his- kn
togram, DHIST(3)

31-4,0 Upper limit for load factor
histogram, PMAX(4)

41-50 Lower limit for load factor.
histogram, PMIN(4)

51-60. Interval~size for load factor
histogram, DHIST(4)

The maximum number of intervals is limited to ZOO. If any
interval size is set to zero, then histograms are bypassed.
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INPUT FOR MANEUVERS

The program reads one maneuver identification card at a time.
The maneuver called by the main program then reads the maneuver
data card following the maneuver identification card. At the
conclusion of the maneuver, the main program then reads the next
maneuver identification card.

M01: Cruise

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: MO.

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 X aim point in Earth reference, ft
XAP

11-20 Y aim point in Earth reference, ft
YAP

21-30 Cruise time increment, DTI sec
31-40 Slant range to aim point, SLANT ft

41 Multiple of time increment for
time history output, MPRINT

If the aircraft is flying away from the aim point on entry into
the cruise maneuver, the maneuver is terminated with a message
to that effect. MPRINT controls the frequency of the time his-
tory output. Data are printed every MPRINT times the time in-
crement. MPRINT may havL values between 0 and 9. An MPRINT
value of 0 or 1 prints every time point.-

M02: Acceleration/Deceleration

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M02

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command velocity, VCP kn
11-20 Velocity error band, VERR kn
21-30 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
31-40 Minimum power setting, PSL
41-50 Maximum power setting, PSU

51 Multiple of time increment for -
time history output, MPRINT
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M03: Turn at Constant Airspeed and Altitude

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M03

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 *Desired load factor, ND
11-20 Heading, HDG deg
21-30 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
31-40 Delta heading, HDCG deg
41-50 Direction of turn, ITURN

51 Multiple of time increment for -

time history output, MPRINT

The turn maneuver can be used to turn to an absolute heading or,
a delta heading from the aiicraft's present heading. If HDG=0
and HDCG=0, the aircraft will turn to 0 degree heading. If
HDG=0 and HDCG30, then aircraft will turn to present heading
plus HDCG. If ITURN>0, a right turn is executed. If ITURN<0,
a left turn is executed. If ITURN=0, a minimum heading change
turn is executed.

M04: Climb/Descent at Constant Airspeed

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M04

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command altitude, HC ft
11-20 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
21-30 Minimum power setting, PSL-
31-40 -Command flight path angle, GAMC deg
41-50 Maximum load factor, NMAX
51-60 Minimum load factor, NMIN-

61 Multiple of time increment for -

time history output, MPRINT

If GAMC=0, the controller computes the appropriate flight path
angle based on either MUF or PSL. If GAMC#O, the controller
checks to see if it is possible to maintain airspeed at this
flight path angle. If not, the controller resets the flight
path angle to the maximum allowed to maintain airspeed.
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M05: Pullup/Pushover at Desired Load Factor

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M05

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Desired load factor ND
11-20 Maximum load factor, NMAX
21-30 Minimum load factor, NMIN
31-40 Minimum power setting, PSL
41-50 Time to achieve desired load sec

factor, TPP
51-60 Time to hold desired load sec

factor, TH
61-70 Minimum velocity, VMIN kn

71 Multiple of time increment for
time history output, MPRINT

M06: Auto Turn at Constant Airspeed

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns .1-3: M06

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Desired load factor, ND
11-20 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
21-30 X aim point in Earth reference,, ft

XAP
31-40 Y aim poiat in Earth reference, ft

YAP
41 Multiple of time increment for -

time history output, MPRINT

M07: Return to Target at Constant Altitude

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M07

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Desired load factor, ND
11-20 Time to peak roll rate for roll sec

in, TPR
21-30 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
31-40 X location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARX
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Maneuver Data Card (concluded)

Columns 41-50 Y location of target in Earth ft
reference, TARY

51-60 Minimum velocity, VMIN kn
61-70 Direction of turn, TURN
.71 Multiple of time increment for -

time history output, MPRINT

If TURN>0, a right roll occurs. If TURN<O, a left roll occurs.
If TURN=0, a minimum heading change occurs.

M08: Dive/Rolling Pullout

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M08

Maneuver Data Card

Columns' 1-10 Desired load factor, ND
11-20 Desired dive angle,-GAMCR deg
21-30 X location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARX
31-40 Y location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARY
41-50 Z location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARZ
51-60 Minimum slant range to target, ft

SLANT
61-70 Delta heading, DHDG deg

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Maximum load factor NMAX
11-20 Minimum load factor, NMIN
S21-30 Minimum velocity,'VMIN kn
31-40, Maneuver urgency factor for.

dive, MUFD
41-50 Maneuver urgency factor for

roll, MUFR-
51-60 Minimum power setting, PSL

61, Multiple of time increment for -

time history output, MPRINT

The sign of DHDG determines the sign of the bank angle. If
GAMCR=0, the controller computes the required dive angle to
intersect the target.
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M09-: Climbing/Descending Turn at Constant Airspeed

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M09

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command altitude, HC ft
11-20 Desired load factor, ND
21-30 Desired heading, HDG deg
31-40 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF -

41-50 Minimum power setting, PSL -

51-60 Maximum load factor, NMAX -

61-70 Minimum load factor, NMIN -

71 Multiple of time increment for -
time history output, MPRINT

If ND=0, the controller selects the flight path angle and bank
angle. If ND#0, the controller uses the remaining power avail-
able to compute the flight path angle.

M10: Sideward Acceleration/Deceleration

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M10

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command, bank angle, PHIC deg
11-20 Command velocity, VCRAB kn
21-30 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
31-40 Power required for tail rotor, hp

HPMTR
41-50 X location of tar'get in Earth ft

reference, TARX
* 51-60, Y location of target in Earth ft

reference,. TARY
61 Multiple of time increment for

time history output, MPRINT

Ml: Sideward Acceleration/Pedal Turn Into Wind

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M11
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Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command bank angle, PHIC deg
11-20 Command velocity, VCRAB kn
21-30 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
31-40 Power required to tail rotor, hp

HPMTR
41-50 X location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARX
51-60 Y location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARY
61-70 Time to. peak 8, TPY sec

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Desired 8, BETAD deg/sec
11-20 Cruise time at VC and steady sec

state bank angle, TCRUSE
21 Multiple of time increment for

time history output, MPRINT

M12: Orbit at Constant Airspeed

Maneuver Identification Card

"Columns 1-3: M12

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Turn radius, RADIUS ft
11-20 Exit heading, HDG deg
21-3": Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
31--•0 Time of orbit, TORBIT sec
4)-5O Direction of turn, PHIDR

51 Multiple of time increment for
time history output, MPRINT.

M13: Pedal Turn at Hover

'Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M13

Maneuver Da a Card

Columns 1-10 Desired heading, HDG deg
11-20 Time to peak rate of change of sec

heading, TPY
21-30 Desired rate of change of deg/sec

heading, CHIDR
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Maneuver Data Card (concluded)

Columns 31 Multiple o• time increment for -

time history output, MPRINT

M14: Collective Pop-Up at Constant Attitude and Low Airspeed

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M14

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command altitude, HC ft
11-20 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF -

21-30 Minimum load factor, NMIN -

31-40 Maximum power setting, PSU -

41 Multiple of time increment for -
time history output, MPRINT

M15: ClimlJ.*g Return toTarget

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M15

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command altitude,'HC ft
11-20 X location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARX
21-30 Y location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARY
31-40 Z location of target in Earth ft

reference, TARZ
41-50 Maximum load factor,.NMAX
51-60 Minimum load factor, NMIN
61-70 Command bank angle, PHIC deg'

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command climb angle, GAMC deg
1i-20 Minimum velocity, VMIN kn
21-30 -Time to peak rate for-rollout, sec

TPPOUT
31-40 Time to peak y, TPP sec
41-50 Time to peak 4, TPR sec
51-60 Minimum power setting, PSL -
61-70 Time to apply full power, TACCEL sec

71 Multiple of time increment for -
time history output, MPRINT
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Ml6: Acceleration Usinc 31eed RPM

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M16

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command velocity, VCP kn
11-20 Velocity error band, VERR kn
21-30 Maneuver urgency factor MUF
31-40 Minimum power setting, PSL
41-50 Maximum power setting, PSU

51 Multiple of time increment for -
time history output, MPRINT

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Blade inertia, BINERT slug-ft 2

11-20 Main rotor transmission rating, hp
HPMAXT

21-30 Energy efficiency factor, EEF
31-40 Minimum rotor rpm, OMEGMN rpm
41-50 Time interval to accelerate at sec

minimum rpm, TRPMMN
51-60 Continue acceleration at minimum kn

rpm until this velocity is
reached, VMNREC

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 1st bleed rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGBD1

11-20 Rotor rpm breakpoint for chang- rpm
ing bleed rate, OMGBL2

21-30 2nd bleed rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGBD2

31-40 Rotor rpm breakpoint for chang- rpm
"ing bleed rate, OMGBL3

41-50 3rd bleed rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGBD3

51-60 Rotor rpm breakpoint for chang- rpm
ing bleed rate, OMGBL4

61-70 4th bleed rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
"OMGBD4
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Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 l_ recovery rate of rotor rpm/sec
rpm, OMGRD1

11-20 Rotor rpm breakpoint for rpm
changing recovery rate, OMGRC2

21-30 2nd recovery rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGRD2

31-40 Rotor rpm breakpoint for rpm
changing recovery rate, OMGRC3

41-50 3rd'recovery rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGRD3

51-60 Rotor rpm breakpoint for chang- rpm
ing recovery rate, OMGRC4

61-70 4th recovery rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGRD4

This maneuver will accelerate using rotational energy from the
rotor system to supplement the engine and then recover the lost
rotor rpm. Once the rotor has reached the minimum rpm, the ac-
celeration will continue for TRPMMN seconds and until VMNREC
knots is reached before the recovery phase is initiated. As the
command velocity VCP is approached, the recovery phase will begin
(if any rpm has been bled). From one to four bleed rpm rates
can be specified, and from one to four recovery rpm rates can be
specified independently. All rpm rates are input as positive
numbers.

M17: Collective Pop-Up Using Bleed RPM at Constant Attitude
And Low Airspeed

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M17

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command altitud3, HC ft
11-20 Maneuver urgenc, factor, MUF
21-30 Minimum load fator, NMIN
31-40 Maximum power s tting, PSU

41 Multiple of tim increment for
time history ou put, MPRINT

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Blade inertia, INERT slug-ft 2

11-20 Main rotor tran mission hp
rating, HPMAXT

21-30 Energy efficien y factor, EEF
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Maneuver Data Card (concluded)

Columns 31-40 Minimum rotor rpm, OMEGMN rpm
41-50 Maximum load factor during

pullout if aircraft descends,
NMAXDV

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 1st bleed rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGBD1

11-20 Rotor rpm breakpoint'for chang- rpm
ing bleed rate, OMGBL2

21-30 2nd bleed rate of rotor rpm,' rpm/sec
OMGBD2

31-40 Rotor rpm breakpoint for chang- rpm
bleed rate, OMGBL3

41-5C- 3rd bleed rate of rotor rp:.., rpm/sec
OMGBD3

51-60 Rotor rpm breakpoint for chang- rpm/sec
bleed rate, OMGBL4

61-70 4th bleed rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGBD4

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 1st recovery rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGRD1

11-20 Rotor rpm breakpoint for chang-- rpm
ing re<:overy rate, OMGRC2

21-30 2nd recovery rate of rot,,r rpm, rpm/sec
OMGRD2

31-40 Rotor rpm breckpoint for chang- rpm
ing recovery rate, OMGRC3

41-50 3rd recovery rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGRD3

51-60 Rotor rpm breakpoint for chang- rpm
ing recovery rate, OMGRC4

61-70 4th-recovery rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec
OMGRD4

This m,,neuver will climb using inertial energy from the rotor
system to supplement the engine and then recover the lost rotor
rpm. As the command altitude HC is approached, the recovery
phase will begin (if any rpm has been bled). From one to four
bleed rpm rates can be specified, and from one to four recovery
rpm rates can be specified independently. If a recovery rate of
zero is specified for a breakpoint, the recovery rate will be
the maximum rate allowed by the engine and transmission. All
rpm rates are input as positive numbers.
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M18: Sideward Ncceleration Using Bleed RPM/Pedal Turn Into Wind

Maneuver Ieentification Card

Columns 1-3: M18

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Command bank angle, PHIC deg
11-20 Command velocity, VCRAB kn
21-30 Maneuver urgency factor, MUF
31-40 Power required to tail rotor, hp

H PMTR
41-50 X loca~ion of target in E:ith ft

reference, TARX
51-60 Y location of target in Earth tt

reference, TARY
61-70 Time to peak 0, TPY Sec

Maneuver Data Card

Columns l-1C Desired 6, BETAD deg/sec
11-20 Cruise time at VC and Steady sec

state bank angle, TCRUSE
21 Multiple of time increment for

time history output, MPRINT

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Blade inertia, BINERT sluq-ftý
11-20 Main rotor transmission hlp

rating, IIPMAXT
21-30 Energy efficiency factor, EEF
31-40 Minimum rotor RPM, OMEGMN rpm
41-50 Time to peak bleed rate, TBLED sec
51-60 Maximum bleed rate allowed, rpm/sec

OMGDMX

This maneuve: will accelerate sidewards using inertial energy
from the rotor: system to supplement the engine and then recover
the lost rotor rpm before the pedal turn. As the command veloc-
ity VC is approached, the recovery phase will begin (if any rpm
has been bled). The rpm rate is input as a positive number.

M19: Terrain Avoidance Maneuver (Pullup/pushover)

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-3: M19
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Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Time points for specified load sec
factors and horsepower supplied
from the engine, TI(l)

11-20 TI(2) sec
21-30 TI(3) sec
31-40 TI(4) sec
41-50 TI(5) sec
51-60 TI(6) sec
61-70 TI(7) sec

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 TI(8) sec
11-20 TI(9) sec
21-30 TI(i0) sec
31-40 TI(11) sec
41-50 TI(12) sec
51-60 TI(13) sec
61-70 TI(14) sec

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 TI(15) sec
11-20 TI(16) sec
21-30 .TI(17) sec
31-40 TI(18) sec
41-50 TI(19) sec
51-60 TI(20) sec
61-70 TI(21) sec

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Load factors corresponding to the
specified time points, NI(1)

11-20 NI(2)
21-30 NI(3)
31-40 NI(4)
41-50 NI(5)
51-60 NI(6)
61-70 NI(7)

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 NI(8)
11-20 NI(9)
S21-30 NI(10)
31-40 NI(1)
41-50 NI(12)
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Maneuver Data Card

Columns 51-60 NI(13),
61-70 NI(14)

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 NI(15)
11-20 NI(16)
21-30 NI(17)
31-40 NI(18)
41-50 NI(19)
51-60 NI(20)
61-70 NI(21)

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Horsepower supplied from the hp
engine, HPAI(i)

11-20 HPAI(2) hp
21-30 HPAI(3) hp
31-40 HPAI(4) hp
41-50 HPAI(5) hp
51-60 HPAI(6) hp
61-70 HPAI(7) hp

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 HPAI(8) hp
11-20 HPAI(9) hp
21-30 HPAI(i0) hp
31-,40 HPAI(1i) hp
41-50 HPAI(12) hp
51-60 HPAI(13) hp
61-70 HrAI(14) hp

Maneuver Data Card'

Columns 1-10 HPAI(15) hp
11-20 HPAI(16) hp
21-30 HPAI(17) hp
31-40 HPAI(18) hp
41-50 HPAI (19) hp
51-60 HPAI(20) hp
61-70 HPAI(21) hp
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Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Minimum power setting, PSL
11 Multiple of time increment for -

time history output, MPRINT

This maneuver will force the helicopter to have the specified
load factors and engine supplied horsepower at the specified
times. If the engine horsepower is specified as zero (HPAI=O),
the procedure computes the engine horsepower as the horsepower
required for the maneuver and is limited by HPMAX and HPMIN
(PSL*HPMAX). From one to twenty-one points may be specified.
If TI(l)#0, the maneuver will start at T=0 and load factor=l.
Horsepower j s computed between T=0 and the TI(1) specified.
Between specified time points, 'the load factor N and horsepower
HPA (if specified) are linearly interpolated.

M20:, Speed Power Polar

Maneuver Identification Card

Columns 1-10 Minimum velocity on plot, kn
ENDPT(1)

11-20 Maximum velocity on plot, knENDPT(2)

21-30 Minimum horsepower on plot, hp
ENDPT(3)

31-40 Maximum horsepower on'plot, hp
ENDPT(4)

41 Plot symbol for HPTOTAL,
PLTCHR(1)

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 42 Plot symbol for HPI, PLTCHR(2) -
43 Plot symbol for HP2, PLTCHR(3) -

44 Plot symbol for HP3, PLTCHR(4) -
45 'Plot symbol for HP4, PLTCHR(5) -

46 Plot symbol for HP5, PLTCHR(6) -
47 Plot symbol for HP6, PLTCHR(7)
48 Plot symbol for HP7, PLTCHR(8) -

- 49 Plot symbol for HPS,, PLTCHR(9)

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Initial speed for speed power kn
polar, VO

11-20 Final speed for speed power kn
polar, VFN

21-30 Speed increment for speed power kn
polar, DELV
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Maneuver Data Card (Concluded)

Columns 31-40 Initial load factor for sweep,
NO

41-50 Final load factor for sweep, NFN -
51-60 Load factor increment for sweep, -

DELN
61-70 Initial gross weight for sweep, -

GWO

Maneuver Data Card

Columns 1-10 Final gross weight for sweep, GWFN lb
11-20 Gross weight increment for sweep, lb

DELGW

This maneuver computes and plots the horsepower versus speed
function while sweeping the load factor and gross weight. The
velocity and horsepower plot ranges will apply to all the
speed power polars generated in the sweep. If the velocity
and/or horsepower plot ranges are zero, the plot range will be
computed for each speed power polar in the sweep. Any plot
symbols left blank will default. The default values of the
nine plot symbols are T1234567S. If the final load factor
(/gross weight) is less than the initial load factor (/gross
weight), just one speed power polar will be generated for the
initial load factor (/gross weight).
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INPUT FOR COMMAND CARDS

This section describes the command cards. There are three
command cards - /PLOT, /PRINT, /DELETE. The MEMBER NAME re-
ferred to on the command cards references the first eight
characters of the first title card of each flight path.

The /PLOT card can refer to a currently generated flight path,
a flight path written on the output tape or a flight path on
the input tape. In general, the /PRINT, /PLOT, /DELETE, and
restart data decks may occur in any order and there may be a
maximum of 100 cards each of the /command cards. The one ex-
ception is when the maneuver output for a data deck is not
written on tape and it is desired to plot the maneuver. Then
the /PLOT card or cards naming the desired maneuver must pre-
cede the data deck. The same maneuver name may appear on more
than one /PLOT card.

PLOT

Card 1

Col. 1-5 /PLOT
Col,. 9-16 MEMBER NAME (left justified)
Col. 17-18 Blank if X and Y increments are to be chosen

separately on the isometric plot.
"XY" if X and Y increments are to be equal on
the isometric plot.

Col. 19 Blank if the Z increment is to be independ-
ently chosen on the isometric plot.
"Z" if the Z increment is to equal the maxi-
mum of the X,Y,Z increments of the isometric
plot.

Col. 20 Blank if rest of information on the card is
not to be used.
Nonblank and not "T" (such as 'IF") if the
rest of the information on the card is to be
used, but no maximum and minimum information
is prov--aed., "T" if the rest of the informa-
tion on the card is to be used and CARD 2
with maximum and minimum information is pro-
vided.

The format for the rest of the card is 6Fi0.0.

Col. 21-30 Angle of rotation in X-Y plane (in degrees,
positive counterclockwise); alpha.

Col. 31-40 Angle of rotation in plane of plot paper (in
degrees, positive counterclockwise); beta.

Col. 41-50 Angle of rotation in new Y-Z plane (in de-
grees, positive counterclockwise); gamma.
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Col. 51-60 Scaling factor for plot.
Col. 61-70 Translation of X axis of plot.
Col. 71-80 Translation of Y axis of plot.

Card 2

Col. 1-10 Maximum value of X to be plotted.
Col. 11-20 Minimum value of X to be plotted.
Col. 21-30 Maximum value of Y to be plotted.
Col. 31-40 Minimum value of Y to be plotted.
Col. 41-50 Maximum value of Z to be plotted.
Col. 51-60 Minimum value of Z to be plotted.

If only the MEMBER NAME is specified on the /PLOT card, the
default of three plots is produced. For these three plot's the
scaling factor is one, no translation is performed and the
maximum and minimum values of X, Y, Z are computer selected.
The first plot is a view of the, X-Z plane (alpha=0., beta=0.,
gamma=0.) looking in a negative Y direction. The second plot
is a view of the X-Y plane (alpha=O., beta=0., gamma=90.)
looking in a negative Z direction. The third plot is an iso-
metric view from the fourth quadrant of the upper hemisphere
(alpha=4., beta=0., gamma=l.).

A single plot can be produced using card 1 by specifying any
of the plot parameters from column 20 to the end. If the
scaling factor is zero, it defaults to the value 1. The
angles alpha and gamma determine the point of reference of the
plot. Alpha is the angle of rotation in the X-Y plane, and
gamma the angle of rotation in the Y-Z plane. Beta is a rota-
tion in the plane of the plot paper.

An isometric plot is specified by the value of gamma. Gamma
equal to ±1. refers to the upper or lower hemisphere respec-
tively. Alpha specifies the quadrant; the permissible values
of alpha are 1., 2.,. 3., 4. As before, beta specifies a rota-
tion in the plane of the plot. Some examples of the plot
cards (with column numbers identified) follows:

11111111112222222222333333333344444
COLUMN : 12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234
3 PLOTS: : /PLOT PLOTTEST
SINGLE PLOT: /PLOT PLOTTEST F45. 010 45.
SINGLE PLOT': /PLOT PLOTTEST F1.0 0.0 1.0
SINGLE PLOT: /PLOT PLOTTEST F4.0 0.0 -i.o

PRINT

.Col. 1-6 /PRINT
Col. 9-16 MEMBER NAME (left justified)
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This command will print the specified maneuver data from the

input tape (or output tape if one is generated).

DELETE

Col. 1-7 /DELETE
Col. 9-16 MEMBER NAME (left justified)

This command will delete a maneuver from the output tape (the
'specified maneuver is not copied from the input tape to the
output tape).

OUTPUT

The printed output (file FT06FO01) will first give an annota-
ted listing of all of the input variables in the basic data'
deck. Next, the individual maneuvers Will be printed. Each
maneuver output consists of its input data, headings for the
flight path variables, the flight path variables, and a sum-
mary of the maneuver. When data decks are stacked or vari-
ables are changed via the NAMELIST option, the abo',e format is
repeated. A message is printed identifying each maneuver
group that has been written on tape,' deleted from tape, or
plotted. The listings of maneuver groups from tape (obtained
by /PRINT cards) appear after all data decks have been pro-
cessed.

The Calcomp plots should be made on plain white paper or 1-
inch grid paper. Except for most of the isometric plots,
standard 8-1/2 x 11-inch paper can be used. Of the isometric
plots, only the default plot (alpha=4., gamma=l.) will fit on
the 8-1/2 x 11-inch paper. The other isometric views must be
plotted on 30-inch-width paper with a 10-inch offset from the
margin.

The flight path output tape has three title cards followed by
eight variables (time, x, y, z location, velocity, beta,
alpha, and phi angular orientation) for each time point.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

BETAD Rate of change of sideslip angle with respect
to time, deg/sec

BINERT Blade inertia, slug-ft 2

D Main rotor diameter, ft

E Energy stored in rotor, ft-lb

EER Energy efficiency factor

GEFFZA Coefficient in-ground-effect equation

GEFFZB Coefficient in-ground-effect equation

H Height of the landing gear above the ground, ft

HP Power required for given condition, hp

HPA Power available for maneuvering, hp

HPC Maximum engine power applied, hp

HPAI(I) Horsepower supplied from the engine corres-
ponding to specified time points, hp

HPENG Power available from engine for maneuvering, hp

HPLIM Transmission power rating at normal rpm, hp

HPMTR Power produced by bleeding rpm, hp

HPEMAX Maximum engine power available, hp

HPMAXT Main rotor transmission rating, hp

HPTMAX Maximum power limit of transmission at current
rpm, hp

HPTOTAL Sum of engine power and power extracted from
the rotor, hp

HPEss Excess power available to recover rpm, ,hp

IR Rotational inertia of the rotor system,
slug-ft

2
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K Ratio applied to either induced or total power

correct for ground effect

KR Energy efficiency factor

MUF Maneuver urgency factor

MPRINT Multiple of time increment for 'time history
output

NI(I) Load factors corresponding to specified time
points

NMIN Minimum load factor

NMAXDV Maximum load factor during pullout if aircraft
descends

OMGBDI First bleed rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec

OMGBL2 Rotor rpm breakpoint for changing bleed rate,
rpm

OMGRC2 Rotor rpm breakpoints for changing recovery
rate

OMGRD1 First recovery rate of rotor rpm, rpm/sec

OMEGMN Minimum rotor rpm

PSL Minimum power setting

PSU Maximum power setting

PHIC Command bank angle,. deg

Q Torque at' instantaneous rpm, ft-lb

QMAX Maximum transmission torque, ft-lb

SKTPCA Height from bottom of landing gear to rotor
pitch change axis, ft

TARX XE location of target, ft

TARY Y Elocation of target, ft

TBLED Time to reach peak bleed rate, sec

TCRUSE Time to cruise at commanded velocity and steady
state bank angle, sec
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TI(I) Time points for specified load factors and
horsepower supplied from engine, sec

tpn Time to reach maximum load factor in collective
pop-up

TPY Time to reach peak sideslip velocity, sec

TRPMMN Time interval to accelerate at minimum rpm, sec

V Velocity along flight path, ft/sec

VCP Command velocity in acceleration maneuver using
bleed rpm, kn

VCRAB Commanded sideward velocity, kn

VERR Velocity error bank, kn

VMNREC Continue acceleration at minimum rpm until this
4 velocity is reached, kn

V ZE Components of velocity in % direction, ft/sec

Vhorz Horizontal velocity, ft/sec

Z Height of the main rotor hub above the ground,
ft

ZE Height above the ground in the earth axis sys-
tem, ft,

AHPENG Increment subtracted from engine power avail-
able to prevent overtorguing the transmission,
hp

a' Density ratio

0 Rotor rotational speed, rad/sec or rpm

Ratio of change of rotational Speed with res-
pect to time, rad/sec or rpm/sec

OMIN Specified minimum rotation speed, rad/sec or
rpm

6MAX Specified maximum bleed rate, rad/sec2 or
rpm/sec
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